Corona Protective Measures Hotel Glockenhof Zürich
Your safety is very important to us and our supreme standard. Therefore, in addition to the
complete compliance with all predetermined protection measures, we have developed a comprehensive
security concept.
General
-

Hand disinfection dispensers for your own use are located at the central entrance and throughout
the house.

-

With floor markings we avoid that the different visitor groups get mixed.

-

You will be informed of the protective measures when entering our hotel and accompanied by
one of our employees.

-

Signs for guest hygiene are easy to find in the lobby area.

Cleaning and hotel rooms
-

The highest priority is cleaning and disinfection. All cleaning standards are strictly observed.
Hotspots in our public spaces are also disinfected at intervals.

-

In the guest rooms, we avoid using multiple touched objects. These will get disinfected or
replaced during cleaning.

-

In order to offer you the highest security, the hotel rooms are empty for at least 24 hours before
your arrival and is also ventilated.

Safety precautions for employees
-

Thanks to plexiglass panels at the reception, we can work without a face mask and still give you
a warm smile.

-

Two people who work side by side during a longer period of time, keep a distance of 1.5 meters
from each other, turn their back at each other and work displaced, or wear hygiene masks.

Restaurant Glogge Egge, Conrad and Garden
-

The minimum distance of 1.5 meters is always observed in all of our restaurants.

-

We forego all items that are used several times. You will find the menu card as a disposable
table set. Your table will be freshly uncovered to ensure the hygiene standards.

-

All cleaning standards are strictly observed. Hotspots are additionally disinfected.

-

The kitchen and service hygiene standards are strictly controlled and monitored. Internally and
periodically from an external laboratory.

-

For your and our safety, we register which employee has served your table. We are happy to
include your data. We keep this data for 14 days and destroy it afterwards

Breakfast
-

We offer you a fresh, regional breakfast. For your safety, we don’t have our buffet at the moment
but we will serve you à la carte whatever you like.

Seminar
-

For seminars and events, all necessary protective measures are taken into account while
planning. In a personal meeting, we mention all the important points which are prescribed by the
Federal Office für Public Health.

-

The minimum distance of 1.5 meters is maintained in the conference rooms. According to the
«Events in Hotel Businesses» protection concept, the minimum distance of 1.5 meters applies in
seminars, provided the seminar room offers enough space.
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